
DEFINE.  DESIGN.  DELIVER.

PENTESEC SERVICES 
PROTECT YOUR TRADITIONAL PERIMETER 

Technology First means we only offer services we believe in and have mastered. We embed these services into 
our infrastructure, so our engineers have authentic experience using the solutions that we provide to you.

Network 
Firewalls

Check Point’s Next Generation Firewalls focus on 
blocking malware and application-layer attacks. 
With more than 60 security services powered by 
the ThreatCloud, the world’s most powerful shared 
intelligence cloud service, their Quantum security 
gateways can react quickly and seamlessly to 
prevent known and unknown cyber-attacks across 
the whole network. 

Check Point Infinity’s Zero Trust security is about 
having the ability to “Divide and Rule” your network 
in order to reduce the risk of lateral movement. 

Their gateways enforce policies to better defend 
your network and carry out quick assessments to 
prevent invasive or suspicious activity, like 
unknown malware, and shut it down. 

SD-WAN 

Silver Peak have been advancing WAN Technology 
for over 15 years and have rolled out over 1500 
successful enterprise SD-WAN deployments 
globally. They offer a complete range of hardware, 
software and cloud-based solutions that provide 
secure, reliable virtual WAN overlays to connect 
users to applications.

Imagine a WAN that gets smarter every single day. 
With Silver Peak you get just that. The EdgeConnect 
platform provides an adaptive, self-learning 
solution that detects changing conditions and 
triggers immediate adjustments to ensure users can 
always connect to applications wherever they 
reside. 

With Silver Peak you can achieve a multiplier on 
your cloud investments, gaining the agility and 
economics of public infrastructure with the control 
and reliability of dedicated resources.

Application 
Security 

To learn more about how Pentesec’s Services can benefit your business, contact us today: 
Call 0845 519 1337 or Email sales@pentesec.com

Apps are the gateway to your data—and your 
customer’s data. How do you protect your apps 
from today’s threats? By understanding them: 
knowing their components, supporting 
infrastructure and what makes them vulnerable to 
attack. When you understand your apps, you will 
understand where to focus your resources to secure 
them. 

Know what makes your apps vulnerable and how 
they can be attacked, so you can put the right 
solutions in place to lower your risk. Gain the 
application security you need to mitigate today's 
advanced threats and continue moving your 
business forward. 

F5 + Shape delivers end-to-end application security 
using the industry’s most sophisticated AI/ML 
platform for application defence—one that already 
provides accurate and effective security outcomes 
at scale, more than 1 billion times a day for some of 
the largest, most-attacked applications in the world.
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Network 
Access Control

Aruba’s NAC solution, ClearPass, provides a single 
RADIUS-based security and verification point for 
all your wired and wireless networks, applications, 
IoT devices, employee, contractor and guest 
devices.

Aruba ClearPass allows organizations to create, 
define and enforce a consistent access policy 
of what can connect to which elements of the 
enterprise, based on the type of device, who is 
using it, where and when it is being used, the type 
of connection and its health status.

With ClearPass, IT can use context collected during 
onboarding to enforce device type and 
ownership-based network access policies. 
Centrally defined policies also limit the types of 
devices that can be on-boarded and define which 
user groups can onboard devices.

Secure Access 
Service Edge (SASE)

Cato are a global cloud-native carrier. Their 
platform connects all data centres, branches, 
mobile users and cloud resources into a global, 
optimized, secure, managed SD-WAN service.  All 
WAN and Internet traffic is protected by a 
comprehensive suite of security services, updated 
and managed by dedicated security experts.

Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) merges the 
functions of network and security point solutions 
into a unified, global cloud-native service. It enables 
IT to provide a holistic, agile and adaptable service 
to the digital business across multiple IT domains.

Solving emerging business challenges with point 
solutions leads to technical silos that are complex 
and costly to own and manage. Complexity slows 
down IT and its response to business needs.  
Replacing MPLS and multiple networking and 
security point solutions with Cato Cloud forms a 
network so agile and efficient it can meet today’s – 
and tomorrow’s – business requirements.

Security Infrastructure 
Automation

Indeni provides security infrastructure automation 
and gives you unprecedented visibility into 
your enterprise security network. Proactive and 
knowledge driven, with the power to help keep 
your security infrastructure working as intended, 
Indeni provides a unique platform that optimises 
and accelerates your security operations and, 
ultimately, your mission critical initiatives, with 
confidence.

Delivering production-ready knowledge, 
continuously curated from vetted, community 
sourced experience, Indeni generates predictive, 
prioritised and actionable insights that help to 
prevent costly disruptions.

Indeni analyses over 2 billion data points daily, contains 
over 500 automation modules to integrate into your 
security infrastructure and has been implemented in 
over 120 Global Enterprise Businesses.

Indeni gives you confidence in your infrastructure’s 
health like you have never had before. It is certified 
automation, with human control, providing the 
world’s best practices to anticipate and remediate 
disruption to your business, regardless of skillset.


